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Press Release

Enhanced Functionalities and New SKF 

Bearing Data for Web Calculation

Braunschweig, 2 May 2018

Calculation specialist GWJ Technology GmbH, headquartered in

Braunschweig, Germany, is pleased to announce that the web-

based calculation software eAssistant - the engineering assistant -

has  been  updated  with  a  new  version  of  the  rolling  bearing

calculation module. The latest update features new functions and

new SKF bearing data.

The eAssistant - in use worldwide and successful for more than

15  years  -  is  a  web-based  software  for  the  mechanical

engineering. The software allows for a fast, easy and professional

calculation,  design  and  optimization  of  an  extensive  range  of

machine elements.

In order to keep the customers up-to-date of the latest bearing

data, it was agreed with the well-known bearing manufacturer SKF

that a regular update of the bearing data would be added to the

eAssistant  software.  Updated SKF bearing data  from 2018 are

now available.

The new release also adds SKF Explorer bearings. The Explorer

bearings  are  marked  with  “*“  which  makes  it  much  easier  for

customers to select the right bearing.

A new filtering functionality called “Popular item“ has also been

introduced.  This  function  is  supported  only  by  the  bearing

manufacturer SKF. Popular items have a high level of availability

and generally provide a cost-effective solution.

If  a  bearing  is  selected  from  the  table,  the  user  gets  some

additional bearing details, such as dynamic and static load rating

or  the  fatigue  limiting  load,  displayed  below the  bearing  table.

There is also a new direct  link to  open the SKF catalogue.  By

clicking the button „SKF online catalogue“ or double-clicking the 
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bearing, the user gets instant online access to SKF´s product data

sheets with all technical details. The user can also export the data

sheet as PDF. The new information “SKF Explorer“ and “Popular

item“ is added to the calculation report under the section “Bearing

comment“.

Visit www.gwj.de for more information or contact GWJ at +49 (0)

531 1293990 or send an email to info@gwj.de.
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About GWJ Technology

Focusing on mechanical engineering, GWJ Technology, a leading engineering
company with its headquarter in Braunschweig, Germany, stands for high quality
products and innovative software development. With keen insight, high energy
and  an  enthusiastic  team  of  engineers,  we  put  our  utmost  efforts,  skills,
knowledge and passion into our work to achieve top quality products. 

Our  portfolio  includes  the  development  of  standard  calculation  software  for
machine  elements,  such  as  shafts,  rolling  bearings,  cylindrical  gears,  bevel
gears,  etc.  To increase the efficiency in the design process and to combine
calculation and CAD, we provide CAD plugins for various 3D CAD systems. 

Our software solutions are designed with a sleek user interface, making it easier
than ever to design or re-calculate machine elements. 

Additionally, we have geared our company to offer a special software application
for the determination of real 3D tooth form geometries of complex gears. The
tooth form is the basis for a 3D model to manufacture gears in conjunction with
multi-axis machining centers. The software opens completely new possibilities
for engineering.

Contact:
Mr Gunther Weser, GWJ Technology GmbH
Tel.: +49 (0) 531 129 399-0, Fax: +49 (0) 531 129 399-29
Email: g.weser@gwj.de, Web: www.gwj.de

Figure 1 (eA_RollingBearingModule_18041901.tif): 
eAssistant Calculation Module for Rolling Bearings with SKF 
Data
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